CHAPTER XIX.
An act for the relief of the officers of the Army of the Revolution
in relation to their half-pay became a law about this time, and upon
its passage I delivered the speech which will be found in	l	"|t
Its merits will doubtless be found to fall below the reputation it	fl
acquired, yet I derived as much satisfaction from the effect it was	4!
believed to have produced as from anything in my legislative expe-	*   j |
rience.    The Bill had been long under discussion, and the Senate	"?j
had adjourned on the previous day on my motion, which constituted	*l
a notice according to usage that it was my intention to address the	P
Senate upon the subject.   Be'fore the hour arrived for taking up the	j|
order of the day my friends pressed me not to speak as the Senate	1\
had been sufficiently canvassed to make the defeat of the Bill cer-	T]
tain.   Louis McLane of Delaware, a member of the Senate, and a	•*
son of one of the officers for whose relief it was the object of the	v;
measure to provide, backed this advice so earnestly that I was in-	f;
duced to yield to it.   When the Bill was announced the Vice Presi-	f*
dent turned his eyes towards my seat and seeing no intention on my	*,'
part, or on that of any other Senator to speak, rose and stated that	..';
the question would be on final passage and was in the act of taking	'      ^
the sense of the Senate upon it when two ladies, friends of mine,	*
who had come to the Senate to hear me, shook their fans at me in.	f
token of their disappointment and I rose from my seat intending to	-f;
go to them with an apology.   The Vice President assuming that I	I;
rose to speak announced "the Senator for New York" and, suddenly changing my mind, I proceeded to address the Senate, at length, in favor of the Bill.
When I had concluded, Gov. Branch,2 of North Carolina, an impulsive but always honest man, who had been violently opposed to the proposed0 measure, moved to adjourn the question saying that views of the subject had been presented which were new and upon which he desired an apportunity to reflect. His colleague, the venerable Macon, scouted the idea of an adjournment, said that a good speech had undoubtedly been made, but that lawyers knew how to make good speeches on either side of any question, and hoped that the Senate would without further debate proceed to the vote and reject the Bill.
1 Gales and Seaton's Register of Debates,  under date of Jan. 28,  1828, vol. 4, pt 1, 167-182. ~ John Branch. °MS. II, p. 110.
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